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Science
Drives

Design
The need for special indoor conditions
affects the shape and layout of a new build
By Phil Kaplan

2020
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Best new home
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When the teams from Kaplan Thompson Architects and Thompson Johnson Woodworks
were given the parameters surrounding this new build, they knew they were up for the
challenge. What began with a program that included meeting a medical requirement,
preserving museum-quality artwork, and managing storm water on-site resulted in a highperformance house remarkable for its unconventional yet site-appropriate architecture.
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y firm, Kaplan Thompson Architects, builds a lot of high-
performance homes—it’s familiar ground for us. But this project
required something we had never encountered: The house needed
to maintain higher than normal humidity to support the client’s
physical health, and that stipulation became a key design driver. The homeowners also asked that we design for aging in place, which influenced some of our
material selections. And because we wanted to work with the natural topography
to manage stormwater runoff, the site itself helped to shape the house. Then
there was the clients’ art collection to consider—we had to protect a significant
painting from sun exposure, which influenced the location of some windows. It
was clear from the onset that this was going to be a uniquely challenging job, but
we, alongside builder Heather Thompson and her team, were excited to dig in.

Science first

From experience, we know we can count on our builds being tight, and we know
how to ensure air changes every three hours, but an increase in relative humidity
meant rethinking the envelope. My project team, including Danielle Foisy and
Sam Funari, and I had to determine what maintaining high humidity in the house
year-round would mean in terms of moisture in the building assemblies. The
mechanical engineer advised us to move all of the insulation outboard because
the required interior vapor loads meant the structural sheathing needed to be
kept warm so it wouldn’t be a condensing surface. We decided to leave the 2x4
structural wall cavity uninsulated so the 7⁄16-in. ZIP System sheathing—the primary air and vapor control layer—would stay well above the dew point even dur-

Cutting embodied carbon
When possible, we make decisions and selections that will result in lower embodied carbon than more conventional choices. There
were a handful of opportunities to cut the
upfront carbon load of this project. Using
local tradespeople and vendors minimized
the fossil-fueled transportation of contractors and building materials. The same is true
of the locally harvested and milled whitecedar siding we selected. The majority of the
framing members were Maine-sourced, as
were the 1x3 pine boards for the rainscreen
and shiplap siding. And we chose an ICF
foundation because it provides built-in insulation and uses less concrete (a 6-in. core of
concrete has far less embodied carbon than
a typical 8-in. to 10-in. stem wall). We also
spec’d EPS insulation because it has the lowest embodied carbon of all the rigid foams.
Likewise, the painted galvalume standingseam roof has a far longer lifespan than that
of asphalt shingles.
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Positioned for protection.
To keep direct sunlight from
damaging a 6-ft.-wide by
3-ft.-tall painting, it was hung
with its back to the sun on a
wide span of south-facing wall.

ing the coldest months. We fastened 12-in.
I-joists vertically outboard of the sheathing
to create exterior insulation cavities (see “A
vapor-open assembly,” facing page), and used
highly permeable VaproShield as a vaporopen water-resistive barrier (WRB) on the
exterior side of the I-joists. With dense-pack
cellulose, we reached R-43 in the wall assembly. It’s worth noting that the location of the
ZIP System sheathing on the warm side of
the thermal control layer doesn’t maintain
the interior relative humidity at any given
percentage, it just mitigates the risk of the
walls getting wet.

A DIAGONAL PLAN

Entry

The form unfolds

This was a classic case of “form follows
function.” The superinsulated thick
walls coupled with the shading requireUp
ments for the artwork (photo above)
inspired a distinct building shape
with lots of character. The architecture is straightforward but
dynamic—there’s a lot of interest
without complicated detailing.
Effectively, the house is divided
6
into two boxes; each has a simple span and a shed roof. The
primary shed faces south
and carries a 6.7kw solar
array; the other faces north, where
the bedrooms are located. A dormer sits at
the end of the south corner.
We played with the dormer’s shape to give
the house some spice. A true butterfly roof
is not practical in New England because of
snow loads, so we gave it the appearance of
a butterfly roof from the end elevation (see
dormer drawing, facing page).
The framing was a little different in that
we essentially built two walls: an uninsulated standard 2x4 assembly, and outside
of that a 12-in.-thick cellulose-filled I-joist
frame, which hangs on the main frame and
is non–load bearing. It’s effectively a Larsen
truss, which is a nonstructural, typically sitebuilt truss installed on exterior sheathing to
hold blown-in insulation, but we used I-joists
rather than 2x3s or 2x4s and plywood. The
I-joists come assembled, so they’re fast to
68

The main spaces occupy a
parallelogram-shaped footprint with
a diagonal orientation. The floor
plan opens up off a narrow entry/
mudroom, creating a feeling of
compression and expansion—a design
strategy for making rooms feel larger.
Orienting the dining area along a
diagonal allowed space to be given
over to the master-bedroom walk-in
closet. That shift exaggerates the
perspective seen from the entryway.
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SPECS
Bedrooms: 2
6

Bathrooms: 2

Main level

Size: 1750 sq. ft.,
not including studio
Location: Peaks Island, Maine
Architect: Kaplan Thompson
Architects, kaplanthompson.com

Dn

Builder: Thompson Johnson
Woodworks, tjwhome.com
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Lower level
Floor-plan drawings: Patrick Welsh. Drawings facing page: Christopher Mills.
Photos facing page bottom: courtesy of Phil Kaplan and Heather Thompson.
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The pop-up dormer
has a butterfly-roof
profile; the angled
valley acts like the
valley of a 3-in12-pitch roof.
In combination
with the sharp
eyebrow created
by the slant of
the southern
edge, it creates
the illusion
of architectural
complexity.

install. There may be a slight increase in
thermal bridging with our assembly compared to that of a Larsen truss, but it
required much less labor.
Mixing windows

The extrathick walls provided an
opportunity when it came to window
placement. Even though the most energyefficient window location is in the center of
the wall, we knew we could get to net-zero
using a mix of innie and outie windows,
which we wanted for architectural interest
(photo right). Putting the windows in the
first-floor living area to the exterior meant
we were able to incorporate a window seat.
Above it we used innies, which work to passively shade the lower level—they are pulled
in 16 in., so even though they are on the same
wall, the juxtaposition gives the space depth
(photo p. 67).

Standing-seam
metal roof

Fixed, tripleglazed “innie”
window (set
to interior for
shading)

Waterresistive
barrier

Air barrier

Working with the landscape

The property has rocky terrain and is wet
on the low end, which made for a tight build
and meant we had to pull the house up to the
road. At the rear, we built on board-formed
piers to support natural drainage. We also
liked the idea of the house floating above
the landscape. Orienting it parallel with the
slope discourages damming. As a result, the
house has a thin street face, with a wide face
running in the direction that water naturally
follows. There are no gutters or downspouts.
Cumberland Ironworks fabricated a metal
scupper for the rear of the house; it is sited
for overflow to land in a rock bed below.
This low-impact water-management system
negates the need for supplemental watering
of the landscape.
This project was gratifying because of
the nature of the restrictions placed on the
design. We love how it’s a little quirky, yet fits
in nicely with older homes on the island. □

I-joist w/
dense-pack
cellulose

Fixed, triple-glazed
“outie” window (set
to exterior for seating)

I-joist w/
dense-pack
cellulose

A VAPOR-OPEN
ASSEMBLY
The structural ZIP System sheathing is
the primary vapor control layer, and is
backed up by painted drywall on the
interior. On the exterior, there’s a vaporopen water-resistive barrier. Not only is
the cellulose insulation vapor-permeable,
but it can actually hold moisture until
conditions are right for drying.

Concrete
pier

Phil Kaplan is co-owner of Kaplan Thompson Architects in Portland, Maine. Photos
by Irvin Serrano, except where noted.
Phil Kaplan and his firm, Kaplan Thompson Architects, founded in 2004, have received numerous accolades in the world of design and highperformance building. The firm’s motto, “Beautiful
Sustainable Attainable,” reinforces the commitment
to creating vibrant, healthy, and durable buildings
for all. His other venture, BrightBuilt Home, aims to
provide more affordable, modular net-zero homes.

After receiving a Bachelor’s of Art in sculpture from
UC Santa Cruz in 1995, Heather Thompson cofounded a furniture-building company—in 2001,
they began renovating houses. In 2011, she became
sole owner of the company, now called Thompson
Johnson Woodworks. Her team of 10 is committed to high-performance building and carbonsequestering practices.
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